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Abstract. During the development of software intensive systems, typically several models of this system are designed. These various models
represent the system structured by diﬀerent concerns, e. g. abstraction.
While these approaches help to cope with complexity, the need of relating
the models to one another arises. A major task is to keep model speciﬁcations consistent and traceable through special relations. The relation
of interest for this work is the reﬁnement relation between abstraction
levels. In this work we describe a technique to check the validity of these
reﬁnement relations with respect to formal behavior/interface speciﬁcations of design items. For evaluation, we apply our reﬁnement technique
to an industrial example modeled with the contract-based methodology
from our previous work.

1

Introduction

In recent years, the design process of systems in domains like automotive, automation technology, avionics, or consumer electronics has become a more and
more complex task: The increasing number of functions which are realized by
software, inter-dependencies of software tasks, and the integration of existing
sub-systems lead to highly complex software intensive systems. This complexity in conjunction with the increasing demand on a short time-to-market and
on quality aspects make it diﬃcult for engineers to develop such systems. In
order to cope with this diﬃculty we proposed a new meta-model along with a
methodology in [2] to support the system architect.
The proposed common systems meta-model (CSM) is based on the metamodel of Heterogeneous Rich Components (HRC) [6], which provides the concept of contract-based speciﬁcations. The term “rich” alludes to the key ingredient of HRCs to provide rigorous interface speciﬁcations for multiple aspects,
encompassing both functional and extra-functional (e. g. safety and real-time)
characteristics of components. To structure the design space and enable diﬀerent development approaches (e. g. top-down, bottom-up, . . . ), we described the
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concept of Abstraction Levels and Perspectives along with their CSM representation. For the designer to navigate and model relations between abstraction
levels and perspectives, we brieﬂy introduced the concept of a Mapping relation
(called Realization between abstraction levels and Allocation between perspectives). Analyzing these mappings was not discussed in detail in our previous
work and is subject of this work.
For evaluation, an industrial example was proposed by Airbus: the Air-Conditioning-System. We evaluate a certain portion of that example through reﬁnement check. This check ﬁnds out whether a component of a speciﬁc design can
be replaced by a component of a diﬀerent design, i. e. it ﬁnds out whether the different design component can be virtually integrated into the environment of the
other component. The reﬁnement check is done via model checking an Uppaal
[9] timed automata representation of the formal requirements of the model.
By formal requirements we mean the speciﬁcation of requirements via the
pattern-based requirements speciﬁcation language (RSL). The RSL is developed
and evaluated in the European CESAR project. While this requirement speciﬁcation technique allows for easy transformation from predeﬁned patterns to
automata it may not be the most intuitivly usable one. Yet, there are a variety
of methods to help to derive natural language requirements down to pattern
based requirement speciﬁcations (contracts). However, that subject is not part
of this paper, for more information about the RSL and requirement speciﬁcation
methods in general refer to [4].
Related Work In current literature one can ﬁnd many works that deal with
reﬁnement checks via timed automata. One similar work is [15] in which the authors use Uppaal timed automata (among others) to verify the correctnes of
their requirements. However, timed automata are not used to formally check the
reﬁnement of these requirements. The theoretical foundation and practical application of the contract-based speciﬁcation method were elaborated in [5, 3]. One
could consider our work as a follow-up work of [5]. In [13] the authors propose a
basic calculus for adding and removing channels and components in a dataﬂow
architecture. The calculus formally allows for reﬁnement checking between two
system architectures. While this approach covers adding and removing entities it
does not include the modiﬁcation of artifacts. Furthermore, there is no relation
to meta-modelling concepts or to the (then emerging) UML standard. There
is also no practical example on which the calculus was applied and evaluated.
There is, however, an introducing example to motivate the approach.
The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows. In the next section
we give a short introduction on the modeling concepts of the CSM. In Section 3
we describe the reﬁnement check for the case in which one contract is reﬁned by
exactly another contract and give the construction principle of the automaton
networks. Section 4 illustrates the air-conditioning-system example by Airbus
and explains how we applied the reﬁnement check to the example. In Section 5
we discuss the extension of the reﬁnement check where the speciﬁcation of a
component may consist of a set of contracts. In the last section we will sum up
our ﬁndings and draw a conclusion.
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2

Modeling Concepts

In our previous work [2] on a new common systems meta-model (CSM), Heterogeneous Rich Components (HRCs), which originate from the European SPEEDS
project [17], represent the major modelling artifact. In addition to HRCs a new
methodology to traverse along the design space is also proposed in [2]. This section gives a short introduction to the concepts of HRC and the design methodology of the CSM.

2.1

Heterogeneous Rich Components

The CSM provides basic constructs needed to model systems like components
with ports and connections (bindings) between them. We refer to these components as Heterogeneous Rich Components (HRCs). HRCs rely on the basic
concepts of SysML blocks [12]. The dynamics of an HRC can be speciﬁed by
behavior, e. g. an external behavior model, or even source code. Furthermore,
requirements (or contracts) refer to a required behavior whereas the actual behavior is speciﬁed as stated above. The idea of contracts is insprired by Bertrand
Meyer’s programming language Eiﬀel and its design by contract paradigm [10].
In HRC, contracts are a pair consisting of an assumption and a guarantee,
both of which are speciﬁed by some text. Here we assume that assumptions and
guarantees are speciﬁed by a pattern based formalism called requirement speciﬁcation language. An assumption speciﬁes how the context of the component, i. e.
the environment from the point of view of the component, should behave. Only
if the assumption is fulﬁlled, the component will behave as guaranteed. This
enables the veriﬁcation of virtual system-integration (integrate a more detailed
component or a subcomponent in a more abstract environment) at an early stage
in a design ﬂow, even when there is no implementation yet. Thus, the system
decomposition can be veriﬁed with respect to contracts. Details about the semantics of HRC are given in Section 3.1. Note that in this work we consider
only the HRC semantics where a connection between two ports describes their
equality. A deeper insight into HRCs can also be found in [8, 16].

2.2

Structuring the development process

When developing an embedded system, an architecture is regarded in diﬀerent
Perspectives at several Abstraction Levels during the design process as mentioned
in Section 1. On each abstraction level the product architecture is regarded in
diﬀerent perspectives. As an additional concept for separation of concerns, models in each perspective reﬂect diﬀerent aspects. For example, an aspect “Safety”
might be regarded in every perspective but an aspect “Realtime” is not regarded
in a geometric perspective and aspect “Cost” is not regarded when considering
operational use cases.
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2.3

Realization and Allocation

In order to keep the models in diﬀerent perspectives and abstraction levels consistent (keep traceability between development steps) we deﬁned a so called
Realization- and Allocation-Link. The basic idea behind both concepts is to relate the observable behavior of components exposed at its ports.
Realizations are relationships between ports of components on diﬀerent abstraction levels. Intuitively a realization-link states, that a component (e. g. f1 )
has somehow been reﬁned and is now more concrete in terms of its interface
and/or behavior (e. g. f1’ ). The reﬁnement cannot always be captured by a pure
decomposition approach. Thus, we deﬁne the realization of a component by introducing a state-machine that translates the behavior of the reﬁned component
f1’ into according events observable at a port of component f1.
Allocations are relationships between ports of components in diﬀerent perspectives. Intuitively an allocation-link states that the logical behavior of a component (e. g. f4 ) is part of the behavior of a resource (e. g. r2 ), to which it has
been allocated. Here, we consider the same link-semantics as for the realization.
For more details, refer to [2]. In the next section we will deal with the automatic
veriﬁcation of allocation and realize links in more detail.

3

Reﬁnement Check

In the previous section we introduced our methodological concepts of the CSM
and the HRCs. This section describes how the concepts of realize and allocate
links can be automatically validated. For this, we ﬁrst give an in-depth description of the semantics of HRCs.
The concepts of realize and allocate links between perspectives and abstraction levels are very similar. Both links deﬁne a reﬁnement relation between
components with respect to their speciﬁcation: The reﬁned components have
to respect the requirements speciﬁed for their abstract counterparts. We say, a
speciﬁcation C  reﬁnes another speciﬁcation C if and only if the behavior speciﬁed by C  is a subset of the behavior speciﬁed by C. In the following we will
formalize the reﬁnement relation with respect to contracts and give a technique
in order to automatically check such a relation. In this work we will only consider
1-to-1 mappings, i. e. where a component is reﬁned by exactly another component. Mappings, where a set of components is related to another set of reﬁned
components is subject of future work. Furthermore, we will only consider speciﬁcations which consist of exactly one contract. The generalization to a set of
contracts is subject of Section 5.
3.1

Semantics of HRC

The speciﬁcation of HRCs is given in terms of contracts over their interaction
points capturing the required dynamics of a component. This means that for
speciﬁcally assumed environment conditions the component shall guarantee a
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speciﬁc behavior exposed at its ports. In the following we assume without loss of
generality that each port contains exactly one interaction point, so we can refer
to that interaction point when talking about a port.
A contract is a tuple (A, G), where A deﬁnes the assumption and G the
guarantee as introduced in Section 2. The semantics of a contract is deﬁned as
[[C]] := [[A]]Cmpl ∪ [[G]],

(1)

where (X)Cmpl deﬁnes the complement of a set X in some universe U and [[X]]
is deﬁned as the semantic interpretation of X.
The semantics of A and G is given in terms of sets of timed traces. A trace
over a port set P is a sequence of port assignments. A port assignment V is a
function V : P → D assigning each port pi ∈ P to a value in its domain Di .
Further, a time sequence τ is a monotonically increasing sequence of real values,
such that for each t ∈ R there exist some i ≥ 1 such that τi > t. A timed trace
is a sequence (ρ, τ ) where ρ is a sequence of port assignements and τ a time
sequence. The set of all timed traces over P is denoted by T r(P ).
Thespeciﬁcation S of a component is given in terms of a set of contracts, i. e.
n
[[S]] := i=1 [[Ci ]]. An implementation I of a component satisﬁes its speciﬁcation
S, if [[I]] ⊆ [[S]] holds. The reﬁnement relation between two contracts C and C 
is deﬁned in a similar way. Note that the deﬁnition for n contracts is subject of
Section 5.
(2)
C  reﬁnes C, if [[A]] ⊆ α([[A ]]) and α([[C  ]]) ⊆ [[C]],
where α : T r(P  ) → T r(P ) is called the mapping function (represented through
a state machine as mentioned in Subsection 2.3) relating concrete traces with
abstract ones. This function is necessary as both contracts C and C  may talk
about diﬀerent ports. Here we only assume mapping functions which can be
transformed to timed automata. Note that mapping functions are not generated
automatically but rahter are given by the systems architect.
In the following subsection we will introduce a technique to check such a
reﬁnement relation.
3.2

Checking the Reﬁnement Relation

We introduce our concept of verifying a reﬁnement relation by speciﬁcations
consisting of only one contract. In order to check the reﬁnement relation between
the contract of the abstract and the concrete component, we derive Uppaal timed
automata[9] out of both contracts and do a reachability check[1]. As deﬁned in
Equation 2 the check consists of two parts, i. e. ﬁrst checking the set inclusion
of the assumptions and second checking the set inclusion of both contracts.
Checking Set Inclusion of Assumptions In order to check [[A]] ⊆ α([[A ]]) we
derive a timed automaton out of A serving as passive observer O. The transitions
of O are annotated with receiving events (derived out of port names) and clock
constraints in such a way, that the observer accepts the set of timed traces which
are element of [[A ]]. For all traces which are not element of [[A ]] the observer
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enters a bad state. Then we derive an automaton TA out of A which serves as
a trigger for O. The transitions of TA are annotated with sending events and
timing constraints, such that TA produces all traces that are element of A.
At least we need the automaton Gl realizing the mapping function α which
receives events from TA and translates corresponding events to the observer.
This automaton is assumed to be given by the system architect.
From all automata we build the automaton network TA  Gl  O. If the
trigger automaton now produces a sequence which is not element of A — and
therefore the subset inclusion property will be violated — the corresponding
observer will enter a bad state. So we need to check TA  Gl  O against the
following Uppaal query: A not O.bad.
Checking Set Inclusion of Contracts The second part consists of checking
α([[C  ]]) ⊆ [[C]]. This is done by deriving an automaton network TC  out of C  or
more precisely one automaton for the assumption part and one for the guarantee
part. Both automata serve as trigger for the observer network derived out of C.
Analogously to the ﬁrst part it holds that whenever one of the trigger automata
does a step which is not deﬁned in the contract of the abstract component, the
corresponding observer will enter a bad state.

Fig. 1. Automaton network for Observer: OG is the automaton for the guarantee, OA
for the assumption and OC for the overall state of the contract.

The observer consists of three automata: one automaton for each assumption
and guarantee and a third automaton tracing the state of the overall contract.
This is illustrated in Figure 1: The observer obtained from the guarantee (OG )
and the assumption (OA ) send an event to the automaton OC when entering their
bad state. The automaton OC states whether the contract is fulﬁlled. According
to Equation 1 this is the case when either both the assumption and guarantee
are fulﬁlled or the assumption does not hold. If the assumption does not hold,
A
such that OC directly switches to state good. If the
OA sends an event OtoBad
guarantee was not fulﬁlled previously, then OC switches to its good state in the
case that the assumption is ﬁnally violated.
The automaton network TC   OG  OA  OC is again checked against the
Uppaal query: A not OC .bad. If OC enters its bad state as the corresponding
guarantee is not fulﬁlled, we need to check whether ﬁnally its assumption automaton also enters its bad state, such that OC switches to its state good. This
is realized by checking the query OC .bad  OC .good. The arrow is the leads-to
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operator of Uppaal and states for this case that whenever OC enters its bad state
it will ﬁnally enter its good state.

4

Case Study: Air-Conditioning-System

In this section we will describe in text and ﬁgures how the air-conditioningsystem was modeled. Note that this is only a cut-out on two abstraction levels
described in detail in Subsections 4.2 and 4.3.
4.1

Preliminary Notes on the Example

The following two subsections contain details about a cut-out of an example
model of the air-condintioning-system (ACS) we did with Airbus in the scope
of the SPES2020 project. This cut-out deals only with the technical perspective
on two diﬀerent abstraction levels, called the “upper” and the “lower”. In each
technical perspective we ﬁrst deﬁne our system context (the environment outside
the system under development). The boundaries of this environment description
may change between abstraction levels, as is the case in our example. Note that
we renamed some entities of the model.
The air-generation demand calculation system which is part of the ACS was
previously modeled in the logical perspective (not described here). It is subject
of the upper level whereas the processor of the upper level is reﬁned in the lower
level. The contracts of this particular processor and its subcomponents are described and examined for a reﬁnement check which is described in Subsection 4.4.
4.2

The Upper Abstraction Level

The air-generation demand calculation system is designed in a rather ﬁne level
of granularity. At this point in the design process, it is time to initially design the
technical architecture. Our system context contains the air-generation demand
calculation system with four inputs (selected air demand from two crew selections
and two sensor values of the actual climate to be conditioned) and one output
(the calculated air demand value).
The system under design (the air-generation demand calculation system) is
decomposed into certain resource artifacts. The Input_Terminal (a device resource, fetching data from certain memory addresses), the Input_Com (a communication resource, among others, sending requested data over an Input bus to
a computation resource), the CPU1 (a computing resource on which the actual
air-generation demand calculation task is executed), the Out_Com (a communication resource which, among others, sends the result of the calculation to the
Out_Terminal, to be distributed), and the Out_Terminal (a device resource,
writing data to certain memory addresses). The schedule, according to which
the task is scheduled, is a static time table, just like an ARINC653-Module
speciﬁcation (see [7]). The system under design with its artifacts is displayed in
Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. The air-generation demand calculation system with resources.

The terminals and busses details are not described here. Instead we focus
on the model of the CPU1. It contains one task (demand_calculation), which
performs the actual air ﬂow and temperature calculation based on its inputs
and writes it to its output port. Furthermore, the CPU1 component contains a
scheduler slot (which contains information, relevant for the scheduler) representing a certain amount of time within the schedule of CPU1. CPU1 also contains
the scheduler that has a certain scheduling policy. The ports between the slot
and the task are SchedulerPorts, over which the slot “tells” the task when it is
executing. Likewise, the ports between the scheduler and the slot enabling the
scheduler to “tell” the slot when it executes. This scheme also makes hierarchical scheduling possible and allows other scheduling policies to be speciﬁed. The
CPU1 with its task, slot, scheduler, and a formal contract (denoted by “Contract_CPU_Performance”) are displayed in Figure 3. The contract assumes that
an event on input_port occurs each 100ms and guarantees that the distance between the input event on input_port and the output event on port ouput_port
is within 12ms and 15ms.
Note that CPU1 has only one task receiving data and exporting data back
to the bus. This indicates that there might be some bus interface functionality
within the task. So maybe it is a good idea to decompose this one task a little further. The following section will describe the lower abstraction level (the
component level), in which the technical perspective will be reﬁned.
4.3

The Lower Abstraction Level

After designing the initial technical architecture on the upper level, we now
proceed to model the technical architecture with more detail on the lower abstraction level. As mentioned above, we need to decompose the air-generationdemand-calculation-application task a bit further into the importer task, the
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Fig. 3. The CPU1 component with one task.

actual calculation task, and the exporter task. This means, we will reﬁne the
computing resource CPU1 from the upper level.
For the environment part we modeled the type with the two corresponding
ports of the CPU. For now, there is no behavior environment model, so there is
no further decomposition of the environment component. As for the CPU: It was
decomposed into its tasks, slots and the scheduler. Figure 4 depicts the model.
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ƐůŽƚϯ͗dd^ůŽƚϯ
ў

ƐĐŚĞĚƵůĞƐ

/ŶƉƵƚͺWŽƌƚͺKƵƚƉƵƚͺWŽƌƚͺĞĂĚůŝŶĞ
•
ƐƐƵŵƉƚŝŽŶ͗ŝŶƉƵƚͺƉŽƌƚŽĐĐƵƌƐĞĂĐŚϭϬϬŵƐ͘
•
'ƵĂƌĂŶƚĞĞ͗ĚĞůĂǇďĞƚǁĞĞŶŝŶƉƵƚͺƉŽƌƚĂŶĚŽƵƚƉƵƚͺƉŽƌƚǁŝƚŚŝŶϭϰŵƐ͕ϭϱŵƐ͘

Fig. 4. The lower abstraction level CPU1 component with three tasks.
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As depicted there are now three tasks in the computing resource: The dataImporter, calculationRoutine, and the dataExporter. The data importer has one
input (the connection to the Input_Com communication resource like on the
upper level). Likewise, the data exporter has the output port connecting to the
Out_Com communication resource. The calculation routine has an input port
for each incoming data and an output port for each outgoing data. It can only
be activated if all four incoming data packets are available.
There is also a Contract (denoted by “Input_Port_Output_Port_Deadline”)
that the CPU1 satsiﬁes: The reﬁned (from the upper level) deadline for the input
and output port. Note that the assumption is unchanged, but the deadline interval has changed now (this often happens when traversing from a more abstract
design to a more detailed design).
Having the two technical perspectives, one on the upper and one on the
lower level, we now need to specify how they are mapped, i. e. how the upper
level is reﬁned into the lower level. Figure 5 shows how the task on the upper
level is mapped to the tasks on the lower level. In this case it is rather simple,
though the ports have diﬀerent names their types are the same and it is a simple
One-Port-To-One-Port mapping. Having said that, it is not obvious how the two
contracts on both levels relate to each other.

ͨ^tdĂƐŬͩ
ĚĞŵĂŶĚĂůĐƵůĂƚŝŽŶ͗ĂůĐƵůĂƚŝŽŶƉƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ

ї ŝŶƉƵƚͺĚĂƚĂ ĐĂůĐƵůĂƚĞĚͺĂŝƌͺĨůŽǁͺĂŶĚͺƚĞŵƉͺĚĞŵĂŶĚ ї
ͨWŽƌƚZĞĂůŝǌĞͩ
ͨ^tdĂƐŬͩ
ĚĂƚĂ/ŵƉŽƌƚĞƌ͗ĂƚĂ/ŵƉŽƌƚĞƌ

ї ŝŶƉƵƚͺƉŽƌƚ

ĐƌĞǁͺŝŶƉƵƚϭ ї
ĐƌĞǁͺŝŶƉƵƚϮ ї
ĂĐƚƵĂůͺĐůŝŵĂƚĞͺĚĂƚĂϭ ї
ĂĐƚƵĂůͺĐůŝŵĂƚĞͺĚĂƚĂϮ ї

ͨWŽƌƚZĞĂůŝǌĞͩ
ͨ^tdĂƐŬͩ
ĚĂƚĂǆƉŽƌƚĞƌ͗ĂƚĂǆƉŽƌƚĞƌ

ї ƚĞŵƉĞƌĂƚƵƌĞͺĚĞŵĂŶĚ ŽƵƚƉƵƚͺƉŽƌƚ ї
ї ĂŝƌͺĨůŽǁͺĚĞŵĂŶĚ

Fig. 5. The mapping between the task of the two abstraction levels.

Keep in mind that in the HRC semantics, a connection between two ports
describes their equality. So, for delegation connections the contract’s parts and
ports are the same and for assembly connectors assumption and guarantee have
to be checked against each other. In our case this means: The input_port
of CPU1 on the upper level is delegated to the task port input_data (see
Figure 3) denoting their equality. The same is valid for the connection between output_port and the calculated_air_flow_and_temp_demand. Again,
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this also holds for the ports on the lower level (see Figure 4). So, with the contracts on the upper and lower level satisﬁed by the corresponding CPU1, parts
of these contracts are also valid for the subcomponents of CPU1. It so happens
that these subcomponents are mapped and thus induce the necessity of an realization test: Is the contract of the coarser component still valid if it is replaced
by a ﬁner component? Or in our example: Is the CPU1 on the lower level a
valid realization of the CPU1 on the upper level, concerning their contracts and
mappings? For this we apply the reﬁnement check which formally checks if the
answer to the above questions is Yes. The next subsection will describe in detail
how this reﬁnement check is performed for our example.
4.4

Realization Check between Abstraction Levels

We will apply the technique checking a reﬁnement relation introduced in Section 3.2. For this, we implemented a tool which derives relating contracts out of
the system models, parses the RSL pattern with which the contracts are speciﬁed, generates a corresponding Uppaal timed automaton network and checks
this against the properties illustrated in Section 3.2.
Consider again the contracts of CPU1 in the upper and lower abstraction
level introduced in the previous section. In general we have to check both conditions [[As ]] ⊆ α([[As ]]) and α([[C  ]]) ⊆ [[C]], but as in our example As and As
are equal, we can directly start checking the second condition. The observer
automata resulting from the CPU1 contract of the upper abstraction level are
illustrated in Figure 6. It consists of three parts:
– The automaton OA in Figure 6(a) results from the assumption of CPU1 at
the upper abstraction level, i. e. As = input_port occurs each 100ms. Each
100ms it enters its state S1 and expects to receive event input_port. If
the event is not received timely, it enters its bad state and sends an event
R1_Observer0_toBadState to the automaton depicted in Figure 6(c).
– The automaton OG in Figure 6(b) results from the guarantee part of the
contract, i. e. G = delay between input_port and output_port within [12ms,
15ms]. It enters its bad state if the delay between event input_port and
output_port is less than 12ms or greater than 15ms.
– The automaton OC in Figure 6(c) gives the overall state of the contract. If
OA switches to its bad state, the contract is trivially fulﬁlled and OC switches
to the state good. If the OG switches to its bad state, the OA must ﬁnally
switch to its bad state, because otherwise the contract would be falsiﬁed.
This observer network is triggered by the automaton network depicted in
Figure 7 consisting of two automata:
– The automaton in Figure 7(a) results from the assumption of the contract
of CPU1 at the lower abstraction level, i. e. As = input_port occurs each
100ms.
– The automaton in Figure 7(b) results from the guarantee part of the contract
G = delay between input_port and output_port within [14ms, 15ms].
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S0

z0 <100
input_port2?
z1:=0

z1 <=0
input_port2?
z1:=0

S1

lb <= z0 && z0 <= ub
output_port?
S0 z0:=0
S1

z0 ==100
z0:=0, z1:=0

input_port3?
z0:=0

z1 >0
R1_Observer0_toBadState!

R1_Observer0_toBadState!
z1 <=0
badZwischen
bad

(a) Observer automaton for
As = input_port occurs each 100ms.

S0

badZwischen
z0 <=0

z0 < lb
output_port?
z0:=0

R3_Observer1_toBadState!
bad

(b) Observer automaton for G =
delay between input_port and output_port within [12ms, 15ms].

R1_Observer0_toBadState?
bad

R3_Observer1_toBadState?

z0 > ub
z0:=0

good

R1_Observer0_toBadState?

(c) Automata giving the state of the contract.
Fig. 6. Automata for the contract of the abstract component.
S0

S0

z0 <=100
z1 <=0
input_port!
z1:=0
z1 <=0

z0 ==100
z0:=0, z1:=0

S1

z0 <100
input_port!
z0:=0
bad

lb <= z0 && z0 <= ub
output_port!
z0:=0
z0 <= ub

z1 >0

(a) Trigger automaton for As = input_port occurs each 100ms.

input_port1?
z0:=0
input_port1?
S1

(b) Trigger automaton for G = delay between input_port and output_port within [14ms, 15ms].

Fig. 7. Automata for the contract of the concrete component.

This automaton network is checked against the property A not OC .bad,
where OC is the observer automaton illustrated in Figure 6(c). This property
states that the bad state of OC is never reached. If the network fulﬁlls this
property, we have shown a valid reﬁnement, which is the case in this example.

5

Considering Sets of Contracts

In this section we discuss the extension of the reﬁnement check introduced in
Section 3 in order to deal with speciﬁcations which may consist of a set of
contracts. In this section we will omit technical details of the construction of
automata networks like e. g. glue automata. Instead, we will focus on the general
checking procedure and will give an extended formulation of the proof obligations
introduced in Section 3. Further, we will discuss the construction for only a
restricted subset of properties since (as we will see in the following subsection)
that the generalization is not always applicable. For the assumption parts we
will only consider activation patterns stating periodic triggering of a port. The
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guarantee parts will contain only delay patterns as demonstrated in the example
of Section 4.4. More general cases are work in progress.
5.1

Extension of the Reﬁnement Check

The speciﬁcation of a component with more than one contract is obtained by
conjugating them. Unfortunately, the conjunction of two or more contracts is
not simply the conjunction of all assumptions and all guarantees. Rather there
are various possibilities to formulate the conjunction of contracts. We will use
the following:
n
n
n



C1 ∧ ... ∧ Cn = (A, G), with A =
Ai ∨
(Ai ∧ ¬Gi ) and G =
Gi .
i=1

i=1

i=1



The ﬁrst reﬁnement property [[A]] ⊆ [[A ]] is checked in two steps (note that
in the following we will omit the semantic evaluation brackets for the sake of
readability) :
n
– i=1 Ai ⊆ A
n
– i=1 (Ai ∧ ¬Gi ) ⊆ A
We omit the necessity to construct a timed automaton for the trigger part
which generates the union of both parts, by splitting this check into two parts.
Note that timed regular languages are not closed under complementation. So
this approach does not work in general. For the special case of delay patterns,
the complement of the guarantee automata can be easily constructed.
The second reﬁnement condition becomes in the general case (A , G  ) ⊆
(A, G). In the ﬁrst part of the check we have shown A ⊆ A which is equivalent
to ¬A ⊇ ¬A . With this we can simplify the left hand side of this term to G  .
For technical reasons it could further be necessary to add the assumptions to
the guarantee. Consider for example the special case of activation and delay
patterns: The assumption part is used to trigger the guarantee part. Without
the assumptions an additional trigger structure for the guarantee part would be
necessary.
In order to extend the left hand side of the above expression we use the
following equivalence (zero set extension):
G = (

n


Ai ∨ ¬(

i=1

n



i=1 Ai ) ∧ G

Because it holds that ¬(
to the following proof obligation:
m


(Ai Gi ) ⊆ (

i=1

n

i=1

¬Ai ∧

n


Ai )) ∧ G  .

i=1

⊆ A we can omit this term. This leads us
n

i=1

(¬(Ai ) ∨ Gi ) ∨

n


Gi ).

i=1

Again we have the problem of complementing a timed automaton. In the case
of the automata Ap resulting from periodic activation patterns we can again ﬁnd
an automaton accepting all words which are not accepted by Ap .
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5.2

Cyclic dependencies

If the speciﬁcation of a component consists of a set of contracts, we could get
cyclic dependencies if an output port is connected to an input port. For this
we need a strong causality between events. In [11] this problem is prevented
by a stepwise deﬁnition of contracts, i. e. all guarantees hold initially and if the
assumptions hold up to the nth step then the guarantees hold up to n + 1th step.
Another way to break such cyclic dependencies is to add delays to the data ﬂow.
The cases we considered utilized delay patterns.

6

Summary

In this paper we illustrated a technique to verify reﬁnement relations for contractbased speciﬁcations for our previously proposed common systems meta-model
(CSM). Our CSM allows to structure the design space by concepts like Abstaction Levels and Perspectives. It enables formal speciﬁcations via contracts
allowing for each aspect to characterize the allowed design context of a component. In order to preserve traceability between model artifacts and to put those
into reﬁnement relations, the concept of Mapping was introduced.
In particular, an abstract component which is realized by a more concrete
component has a reﬁnement relation to that component. This relation has to
respect contract speciﬁcations of both components. Thus, we formally deﬁned
the reﬁnement relation and introduced a timed automaton based veriﬁcation
technique. For this, we derived a timed automaton network out of the assumption
and guarantee parts of relating components and deﬁned necessary properties.
Whenever the network adheres to the properties, the reﬁnement relation between
the corresponding contracts holds. The resulting network was checked against
the properties with the aid of the veriﬁcation tool Uppaal. For evaluation, our
technique was applied to an industrial case study from the avionics domain.
Currently, we are extending our approach of reﬁnement checking in order to
deal with more general n-to-m mappings, i. e. where one component is related to a
set of more abstract or more detailed components. Especially cycles deserve more
research: Interdependent contracts may lead to false conclusions. This problem
is widely discussed in literature, e. g. in [11, 14].
In the future, we will analyze for which set of properties our approach is
applicable. In this context we will analyze the eﬀects which are occuring when
we extend our approach to multi viewpoint analyses.
Further research will be conducted also in the ﬁeld of deeper analysis methods
for more complex mapping functions. In the future we also plan to integrate the
reﬁnement check described in this work with a broader evaluation of architecture
alternatives in order to guide a developer through a design space exploration
process.
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